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A fix to correct the 'Add Submitter to Staff' button on the staff grid. Prior to this fix, once a user was added using this function and removed, they were unable to be added again. There was also an upgrade to this function
to now be labeled as 'Add yourself to staff' which will add whichever username is logged in at the time the button is clicked.
Fix to ensure the user is unable to make PI changes unless explicitly stated in the Amendment form
Improvement to allow staff roles to be updated within a process without having to remove and re-add them.
Improvement to allow staff institutional information to be updated from 'Partners' at the point of addition to the study. This improvement will reduce the time it take to complete an application as there will be no
downtime between adding a user and having their instituional information updated.
Fix to ensure only users with the proper access rights are able to upload review letters on the protocol details page.
Fix to ensure Submitters can't give themselves 'View' permissions upon initial application as they were essentially locking themselves out of the protocol and could not reaccess it
Improvement to usability where the submitter will simply need to state whether or not they are completing a Staff amendment and whether or not it affect the PI. Other than those two disclosures, there is no longer a
need to indicate whether you are adding or removing staff.
Improvement to ensure Submitters can't remove themselves from a Work-In-Progress submission and orphan that process due to no other staff members having access
McLean Pharmacy email address update to PHSMcleanRschPcy@partners.org
Fix to workflow to allow a New PI to reject a signoff activity and have the submission return to the submitter rather than end
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Infrastructure updates to allow the system to track all iterations of a protocols. These improvements were brought into the current Insight application to allow the transition into Insight 4.0 to be seamless.
Additional attachment infrastructure improvement to support versioning of protocol information
Production server log error isolated to workflow
Fix to a specific workflow around Site Pis
Updates to the CITI Certification Notification process. This was an improvement slated for Insight 4.0, but it was brought into the current application for early adoption efforts.
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Fix to ensure required attachments are still being triggered beyond the initial form requirement. When the user added a second form, the attachment was no longer triggering another attachment as being required.
Additional improvements to the CITI Certification Notification process. This new improvement has more notification methods such as, a notification at submission of a process, list of staff on the 30/60/90 CR notifications
and updates to the user's CITI notification emails.
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Description

Fix within the CR process as a user who selected a different CR form than the one that was defaulted for them, was not seeing the newly selected form. The system improvement now pulls through the selected CR form.
Fix for an error that was being thrown when trying to generate a Review Letter. This issue was isolated to a signle instance within the application.
Root cause and mass update fix for an error that was being thrown due to non-numeric characters being entered into numeric character only fields
A complete staff process improvement
OCC Health Certification Expiration Notification- Users will be able to receive OCC Health notifications for NHP and Standard OCC Health. To turn the process on, IACUC will need to provide a standard language for the
current 3.6. system. As of now, it is turned off.
BWH IACUC- Add the ability to display the legacy number for BWH protocols when entered in the Initial Survey.
BWH IACUC- Add Tumor BWH form was added as part of the 3.6.4 release.
New version of the Amendment form has been added to remove the questions for Adding/Removing study staff. Users will only need to indicate if the amendment is a study staff amendment or not.
Board Actions were occasionally unlocking when resubmitting. This fix ensures Board Actions stay locked once the Send Action Letter is clicked.
A bug was discovered when testing that resulted in the Tissue Ancillary board not triggering if other special consideration were chosen. For example, if Breeding and Tumor were checked off, Tissue ancillary workflow
would not generate. This was due to the system validating special considerations for triggers by alphabetical order. THe system would only check the fist special consideration. So, if both are checked off, the trigger would
not happen for tissue. This has been resolved as part of 3.6.4.
As part of the Study Staff overhaul, Study Staff Amendments were not checking modified staff to determine if they were CITI certified. Intially, CITI would only check for added staff. Now, CITI will check for staff being
modified. (I.e. role modification from Administrator to Research Technician).
A fix to correct the 'Add Submitter to Staff' button on the staff grid. Prior to this fix, once a user was added using this function and removed, they were unable to be added again. There was also an upgrade to this function
to now be labeled as 'Add yourself to staff' which will add whichever username is logged in at the time the button is clicked.
Improvement to allow staff roles to be updated within a process without having to remove and re-add them.
Fix to ensure Submitters can't give themselves 'View' permissions upon initial application as they were essentially locking themselves out of the protocol and could not reaccess it
Improvement to ensure Submitters can't remove themselves from a Work-In-Progress submission and orphan that process due to no other staff members having access
Infrastructure updates to allow the system to track all iterations of a protocols. These improvements were brought into the current Insight application to allow the transition into Insight 4.0 to be seamless.
Additional attachment infrastructure improvement to support versioning of protocol information
A complete staff process improvement
The use of rDNA form was not displaying correctly in IE11. This bug fix has resolved that issue. Users can now see all questions releated to Use of rDNA when using IE11
The Five Year Resubmission form update has been added to allow users to close out a registration if needed.
Bug fix issue preventing PI's from submitting a declined submission has been fixed. Initially, PI's had to rely on the Study Staff members to resubmit.
A fix to correct the 'Add Submitter to Staff' button on the staff grid. Prior to this fix, once a user was added using this function and removed, they were unable to be added again. There was also an upgrade to this function
to now be labeled as 'Add yourself to staff' which will add whichever username is logged in at the time the button is clicked.
Improvement to allow staff roles to be updated within a process without having to remove and re-add them.
Fix to ensure Submitters can't give themselves 'View' permissions upon initial application as they were essentially locking themselves out of the protocol and could not reaccess it
Improvement to ensure Submitters can't remove themselves from a Work-In-Progress submission and orphan that process due to no other staff members having access
Infrastructure updates to allow the system to track all iterations of a protocols. These improvements were brought into the current Insight application to allow the transition into Insight 4.0 to be seamless.
Additional attachment infrastructure improvement to support versioning of protocol information
A complete staff process improvement
Version Date/Version Name within Meeting Minutes will now retain the Version Date/Version Name of the protocol at the time of the review, rather than pulling the most current information from the protocol when the
minutes are run
Infrastructure improvement to allow all protocol information to be captured in a 'snapshot' when the 'Finalize and Send' button is clicked
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